
Whalley Range Climate Windows 

Your message to COP26


Help! Our planet is heating rapidly.  The storms, fires, extreme heat waves affecting us and people 
across the globe are going to get worse and make life impossible.


There is still a chance to stop this global heating.  We can stop using fossil fuels  such as oil, coal 
and gas now and start using renewable energy. World leaders will meet at the next UN climate 
conference in Glasgow (COP26 1-12.11) to decide how to do this.  


It will be a hugely important meeting if we want to stop climate disaster. We all need to make as 
much noise as possible to tell our leaders to negotiate for a transition to a carbon-free future that 
includes jobs and justice for all people. 


The Whalley Range climate action group is coordinating a window poster project for COP26.  We 
would love houses in every street in Whalley Range to send a message to COP26. We want to 
show everyone that we care about a green and just future for all.


We are asking people to put up messages for the world leaders at COP26 in their windows or 
gardens. To take part decorate or paint a window facing your street or put up a flag or poster with 
your message for COP26. To help you get started you can use our pdf to print off and colour in 
‘Whalley Range says COP26 Stop Global Heating Now’. However, you don’t need to use our 
message. Say what’s really on your mind, but make sure it is linked to COP26, your local area and 
a just and liveable future for all.


We hope to organise workshops in the Autumn to help with ideas and materials or you could get 
together with your friends and neighbours to share ideas and materials. Lets us know what you 
do and where you are via the Whalley Ranger’s Facebook Group.


Thank you for taking part and happy designing!


Love and solidarity from the 

Whalley Range Climate Action Group


PS: If you don’t live in Whalley Range just adapt our ideas and materials to your area.



